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Summary. — A series of numerical experiments on the two-dimensional decaying
turbulence is performed for a non-divergent barotropic fluid on a rotating sphere by
using a high-resolution spectral model. Time variations of the energy spectrum and
the flow field are highly dependent on the rotation rate. In non-rotational cases,
isolated coherent vortices emerge in the course of time development as in the planar
two-dimensional turbulence. As the rotation rate increases, however, the evolution of
the flow field changes drastically, and a westward circumpolar vortex appears in
high-latitudes as well as zonal band structures in mid- and low-latitudes. The
dependence of these features on the initial energy spectrum is investigated and the
dynamics of such pattern formations is discussed.
PACS 92.60.Ek – Convection, turbulence, and diffusion.
PACS 47.54 – Pattern selection; pattern formation.
PACS 47.27.Eq – Turbulence simulation and modeling.
PACS 01.30.Cc – Conference proceedings.
1. – Introduction
In 1960s, the energy spectrum of k 23 in the enstrophy-cascading inertial subrange
was theoretically predicted for the two-dimensional (2D) turbulence on an infinite
plane [1-3]. Since then many numerical experiments have been done to investigate the
nature of planar 2D turbulence, and nowadays high-resolution models with up to 40962
grids are available [4]. An interesting feature of the 2D turbulence is the emergence of
isolated coherent vortices, which is due to a self-organizing mechanism involved in the
disorder 2D motion [5].
As for an application to geophysical fluid, Rhines [6] firstly studied the 2D
turbulence on a b-plane to investigate the effect of a rotating planet. His numerical
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result showed the growth of anisotropy of flow field and the emergence of alternating
bands of mean zonal current due to Rossby wave dynamics. Williams [7] took account of
the exact spherical geometry in his numerical experiment on forced 2D turbulence,
aiming at a reproduction of the zonal band structure of Jovian atmosphere. He obtained
a clear band structure for a stochastic vorticity forcing. In his experiment, however,
both longitudinal periodicity and equatorial symmetry were assumed in order to reduce
the computational domain to 1/16 of the entire sphere.
Advancement of computing facilities in 1990s has enabled us to do these
computations with much higher resolutions in full spherical geometry [8-11]. For
high-rotation cases in the decaying turbulence experiments, Yoden and Yamada [8]
found the emergence of a westward circumpolar vortex in high-latitudes. Such
formation of a circumpolar vortex is also observed in the forced turbulence experi-
ment [10] and in the laboratory experiment by Rhines [12]. However, there remains a
concern about the initial condition used in the decaying turbulence experiments [8]: a
large part of the energy is contained in large scales in which the linear rotation term
dominates the nonlinear inertial term.
In this study, a further numerical experiment on the 2D decaying turbulence on a
rotating sphere is done with a high-resolution model in order to see the pattern
formation due to the real inverse cascade from small scales given by some appropriate
initial conditions. Dependence of the energy spectrum and the flow pattern on the
initial condition and the rotation rate is investigated systematically.
2. – Model and numerical procedure
Freely evolving 2D non-divergent flow on a rotating sphere is governed by the
following vorticity equation:
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where c(l , m , t) is a streamfunction field, v(l , m , t) the vertical component of vorticity
(fDc), l the longitude, m the sine latitude, t the time, J(A , B) the horizontal Jacobian,
D the horizontal Laplacian, a the radius of the sphere, V the rotation rate of the
sphere. On the right-hand side hyper-viscosity of the order of p is assumed with a
viscosity coefficient n 2p. In the case of n 2p40, eq. (1) means the conservation of
potential vorticity (or absolute vorticity in the present case) qfv12Vm following
Lagrangian motion.
To construct a spectral model of eq. (1), we expand a dependent variable c(l , m , t)
into a set of spherical harmonics and truncate it at the total wave number N4341 (i.e.,
triangular truncation T341): c(l , m , t)4 !
n42
N !
m42n
n
c mn (t)P mn (m) e iml. A spectral
transform method (see, e.g., [13]) is used to compute the nonlinear Jacobian term; grids
for the spectral transformation is 1024 (longitude)3 512 (latitude).
The time evolution of c(l , m , t) is computed from an initial random flow field, whose
energy spectrum is given by
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Here the energy density is given by E(n , t)4 (1 /2) n(n11) !
m42n
n
Nc mn (t)N2. Each
complex amplitude c mn (t40)4 (21)m (c2mn (t40))* (where * denotes complex
conjugate) is determined so that it has random amplitude and random phase under the
above restriction. The former expression in (2) was assumed in [8] while the latter was
used in [9]. A constant A is set so that the total kinetic energy is unity without
dimension: E(t40)4 !
n42
N
E(n , t40)41.
Computations are done in a non-dimensional form. The radius of the sphere is taken
as a length scale (L); a41 in the non-dimensional form. Advective time scale is
adopted; the time scale (T) is equal to the length scale divided by a square root of mean
kinetic energy (or velocity scale U). If we take a rough scaling for the atmosphere as
UA10 m/s and L463106 m, the time scale is TAL/U463105 sA7 days. Six values
of V are taken as an experimental parameter: 0, 25, 50, 100, 200 and 400. The sphere has
V/(2p) rotations per unit time interval. If we take the above scaling, V450 is close to
the present rotation of the Earth.
The parameter values of the initial energy spectrum used in this study are listed in
table I and the spectra are shown in fig. 1. Five vertical dashed lines in fig. 1 indicate
the characteristic wave number nbfkpV/(4U)4kpV/(4k2 E) for each V; at the
spatial scale nb , the linear rotation term is comparable to the nonlinear Jacobian term
in eq. (1). As stated in the introduction, the initial energy spectrum used in [8] (solid
line) has much energy in large scales of nEnb , where the linear term dominates. On
the other hand, the spectral form used in [9], the latter in eq. (2), can limit the initial
energy distribution near n0 for a large value of g. In this study we use five sets of initial
conditions including the reexamination of [8] with higher resolution (denoted as
yy1993); the control experiment (cpn050) is given by (n0 , g)4 (50 , 1000). The spectral
peak of initial energy is located in much larger wave number than nb in the three
experimental sets with n0450 or 100 (cpn050, cpn100 and cpg100).
TABLE I. – Description of the initial parameters for each experimental set and decay rates of total
energy, E(t45) / E(t40), and enstrophy, Q(t45) / Q(t40). These ratios depending on the
rotation rate V are listed in %, and are ensemble averages of 10 runs from the initial conditions
made with different random numbers.
Set name yy1993
[8]
cpn010 cpn050
control exp.
cpn100 cpg100
n0 — 10 50 100 50
g — 1000 1000 1000 100
Q(t40) 180.0 111.7 2590.7 10262.1 2992.0
V E[%] Q[%] E[%] Q[%] E[%] Q[%] E[%] Q[%] E[%] Q[%]
0 99.8 25.9 99.9 35.4 97.5 10.3 89.7 5.3 97.1 10.5
25 99.8 24.8 99.9 40.6 97.4 7.6 89.6 4.3 97.0 7.8
50 99.8 29.9 99.9 51.3 97.3 5.5 89.5 3.1 96.9 5.6
100 99.9 40.8 100.0 67.9 97.3 4.2 89.3 1.8 96.9 4.0
200 99.9 53.3 100.0 78.4 97.3 5.1 89.3 1.4 96.9 4.6
400 99.9 65.3 100.0 87.7 97.4 7.6 89.3 1.9 96.9 6.5
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Fig. 1. – Five initial energy spectra used in this study. The spectral form is given by eq. (2) and the
parameter values are listed in table I. The five vertical dashed lines indicate the characteristic
wave number nb4kpV/(4 k2).
The hyper-viscosity is set with p48 and n 2p41310238. Ten initial conditions are
made with different random numbers for each experimental set, and time evolutions
from these are computed until t45 by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with the
time increment of Dt4131023. All of the computations are done in double precision.
3. – Results
3.1. Energy and enstrophy. – Figure 2 shows time variations of the total energy
E(t), the total enstrophy Q(t)f (1 /2) !
n42
N
n 2 (n11)2 !
m42n
n
Nc mn (t)N2, and the enstrophy
dissipation rate h(t)42d Q/dt for the six values of the rotation rate V in the control
experiment. Time variations of these quantities are not very sensitive to V. The total
energy dissipates about 2% by t41 and it is nearly conservative afterward. On the
other hand, the total enstrophy has a maximum dissipation rate around tA0.2 and
decays as Q(t)P t 21 after that time.
Decay rates of the total energy and the total enstrophy for the integration period
are listed in table I for the five experimental sets. The energy is almost conserved for
the cases in which the spectral peak of the initial energy is located in a low wave
number (yy1993 and cpn010), while the energy decay is about 10% when the spectral
peak is at n4100 (cpn100). On the other hand, the enstrophy decay is dependent on
the initial energy spectra. The decay rate is smaller if the spectral peak is at a lower
wave number, particularly for the cases of large V.
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Fig. 2. – Time variation of total energy (a), total enstrophy (b), and enstrophy dissipation rate (c)
for six values of V in the control experiment, cpn050. Ensemble average of 10 runs.
Time evolution of the energy spectrum E(n , t) is dependent on the initial spectrum
and the rotation rate as shown in fig. 3(a-e). In the non-rotational cases (V40; solid
lines), a slope close to n 23 appears if the initial spectral peak is at a low wave number
(cpn010, yy1993), but any clear power law as in the forced turbulence [11] is not
obtained for the sets of cpn050, cpn100 and cpg100 even though there are cascading
ranges in both sides. On the other hand, another slope of the energy spectrum appears
in rotational cases. Dashed lines in fig. 3(a-e) show a power law close to n 24 in a wide
range for the high-rotation case of V4400. Figure 3(f) is the direct confirmation of the
n 24 power law; cpn010 is the clearest set showing this law over one order of n. Note
that this range extends to low wave numbers less than nb .
In rotational cases, anisotropy due to the rotation appears in the flow field, and it is
worthwhile looking at a 2D energy spectrum with zonal wave number m and total wave
number n. The energy density of small m is dominant in the range of nEnb while the
energy is very small in an airfoil-shaped region at the lower edge in the wave number
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Fig. 3. – (a)-(e) Energy spectra for five experimental sets at t40 (dotted line) and at t45 (solid
line for V40 and dashed line for V4400). The vertical dash-dotted line indicates the
characteristic wave number nb for V4400. (f) E(n)3n 4 at t45 for five experimental sets in the
case of V4400.
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space (m , n) as found in the forced turbulence experiments [11, 14] (not shown). The
existence of such a small energy region is qualitatively explained by the analogy of a
dumbbell region obtained in the b-plane experiment by Vallis and Multrad [15].
Anisotropic distribution of the energy is also found in the high total-wave number
region nDnb ; energy is confined in the region of small zonal wave number m. This
should be directly related to the anisotropy in the low total-wave number region
through the non-linear Jacobian term.
3.2. Flow fields. – Time evolution of the flow field can be viewed by movies of the
potential vorticity and the vorticity fields. (A copy of the VHS video is available from
the authors.) Figure 4 shows some snapshots of the vorticity field for the non-rotational
case in the control experiment. The initial vorticity field is homogeneous and isotropic
due to the random initial condition. At t41, high-gradient, filamentary structures are
created, which are indicative of the dissipation of enstrophy in small scales, and
eventually isolated coherent vortices emerge as in the planar 2D turbulence [5]
through mergers of vortices with the same sign of vorticity.
Time evolution of the flow field is largely dependent on the rotation rate V. Figure 5
is an example to show the dependence of vorticity field at t45 evolved from the same
initial condition shown in fig. 4 (left) on the rotation rate. In the non-rotational case
(left), the number of the coherent vortices decreases from t42 shown in fig. 4 (right)
owing to their mergers, and filamentary structures dim out after large enstrophy
dissipation. In the high-rotation case of V4400 (right), on the other hand, the vorticity
field is not isotropic but shows zonally elongated structures. The zonal mean zonal
angular momentum shows the emergence of westward circumpolar vortex, particularly
in the southern hemisphere for this run, as well as zonal band structures in mid and low
latitudes. Movies of the (potential) vorticity field for rotational cases clearly show
westward propagation of the disturbance as «Rossby waves» generated by the upward
energy cascade. Remember that the energy spectrum with n 24 power law indicated by
the dashed line in fig. 3(b) should be related to the vorticity distribution shown in fig. 5
(right).
If we look at the time evolution of the zonal mean zonal angular momentum (not
shown), we can reconfirm the formation of westward circumpolar vortex in high
Fig. 4. – Time evolution of the vorticity field for V40 in the control experiment: (left) t40,
(center) t41, and (right) t42. Orthographic projection from l40 7, f40 7 is used and lines of
meridians and parallels are drawn for every 307. The solid line on the right side of each panel
shows the zonal mean zonal angular momentum as a function of sine latitude.
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Fig. 5. – Vorticity field at t45 depending on the rotation rate in the control experiment: (left) V4
0, (center) V450, and (right) V4400. The same projection as in fig. 4 is used. The solid line on
the right side of each panel shows the zonal mean zonal angular momentum as a function of sine
latitude.
latitudes and zonal band structure of alternating mean zonal jets in mid and low
latitudes for high-rotation cases. These structures are discernible from such an early
stage of tA0.5 and their latitudinal positions are hardly changed with time. Generally,
Fig. 6. – Dependence of zonal mean zonal angular momentum on the rotation rate V for the five
experimental sets (a)-(e). Ensemble average of 2310 runs is shown under the assumption of
equatorial symmetry.
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the number of the jets increases while the width of them decreases, as the rotation rate
V increases.
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the zonal mean zonal angular momentum at t45
on V for the five experimental sets (a-e). The formation of the westward circumpolar
vortex for large V is a robust result independent of the choice of the initial energy
spectrum; in these experiments, the intensity of the westward vortex becomes large
and its maximum position shifts into higher latitudes as V increases. Note that the
westward vortex for V4400 is stronger for larger n0 (b, c and e). As a result of the
ensemble average, eastward flow appears in low latitudes for large V owing to the
conservation law of total angular momentum. However, each realization shows a zonal
band structure in mid and low latitudes. The ensemble average masks the band
structure because the latitudinal position of the jets is dependent on each realization.
4. – Concluding remarks
A series of numerical experiments on the two-dimensional (2D) decaying turbulence
on a rotating sphere was performed with a high-resolution spectral model of T341
truncation (10243 512 transformation grids). Time integrations were repeatedly done
from 5 initial energy spectra with 10 different random vorticity fields by taking the
rotation rate of the sphere with 6 values from zero to a large one (i.e., totally 300
integrations were done). The main results are as follows:
1. One-dimensional energy spectra for high-rotation cases show a power law of
E(n)Pn 24 (fig. 3) in contrast to the well-known non-rotational cases in which the
spectrum does not show clear power law.
2. 2D energy spectrum with zonal- and total-wave number space shows
anisotropy due to the rotation effect of the sphere. An airfoil shape with very small
energy density appears in low total-wave number region. Anisotropic distribution of
the energy is also found in the high total-wave number region.
3. The flow field becomes anisotropic owing to the effect of rotation. A westward
circumpolar vortex appears in high latitudes and zonal band structures of alternating
mean zonal jets appear in mid and low latitudes for high-rotation cases.
4. The formation of the westward circumpolar vortex is a robust feature of the 2D
decaying turbulence on a rotating sphere and insensitive to the choice of the initial
energy spectrum.
5. The zonal band structures are discernible from an early stage of the time
evolution, and once established their latitudinal positions are hardly changed with
time. As the rotation rate increases, the number of the jets increases while the width of
them decreases.
The dynamics of the formation of the westward circumpolar vortex is not
thoroughly understood yet. Rhines [12, 16] pointed out the importance of the
homogenization of potential vorticity in high latitudes: “stirring of potential vorticity
leads to the predictable polar anticyclone, almost regardless of the detailed nature of
the Rossby waves or geostrophic turbulence.” However, fig. 6 shows the emergence of
eastward flow in mid and low latitudes on average, which is indicative of the angular
momentum transport even from the low latitudes. The dynamical role of Rossby waves
in the formation of the circumpolar vortex is under investigation within the framework
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of a weakly nonlinear wave-zonal flow interaction theory and will be reported
elsewhere [17].
* * *
The GFD-DENNOU Library [18] was used for drawing the figures. Numerical
calculation was done on VPP500/15 at the Data Processing Center, Kyoto University.
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